Kriska Transportation Group Safeguards
Multiple Subsidiaries with Hybrid Cloud
Infrastructure as a Service from Zycom
Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure as a Service builds upon
hyper-converged infrastructure platforms, Streamlines IT
Management, Dramatically Shortens Failover Times, and
Serves as a More Cost-Effective, Scalable Offsite Data &
Disaster Recovery Solution.

Transportation and Logistics

Business Needs

Background
Over a legacy of 42 years, Prescott-based Kriska Transportation Group
(KTG), has amassed a highly efﬁcient, dependable team of over 1,200
employees across nine subsidiaries. With over 800 trucks on the roads and
as much as 80 percent of their business stemming from cross-border
relations, they are one of the largest Canada-based shipping and logistics
enterprises.
With this continued growth comes growing pains, however; the storied
legacy brought with it a suite of legacy hardware that simply couldn’t match
the needs of the company.
“In many ways, the employees of KTG are IT customers,” says David
Bergeron, Director of IT at KTG. “From mobile devices to data centres,
in-truck communications to monitoring tech, they count on us to give them
the right tools for the job.”
David joined KTG in 2016, by which point a substantial investment had been
made in IT. A relationship with Zycom grew and developed as both
companies strove to make this established solution work but, before long, it
was evident that it would be insufﬁcient for KTG’s needs.
“By 2018, we were working with Zycom on refreshing our infrastructure, but
it was a production-related incident in 2019 that really ramped up
development,” says David. “It forced us to abandon our production
environment as it was, reverting to backups to restore operations. The
trouble was, while our backups were solid and available, the hardware didn’t
ﬁt the bill.”
The result was an arduous failover period, which proved stressful and
costly to the team. While everyone banded together and made it through
this period with the help of manual processes and longstanding client
relationships, David and company were adamant about avoiding future
delays and business impact of this scale.
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Refresh aging 3-tier infrastructure and easily increase
service capacity for growth via acquisitions. A robust
disaster recovery solution using modern hardware
and software that could be managed by a dependable
provider, streamlining virtualization and shortening
failover times.

Solution
A Managed Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure as a Service
delivered by Zycom. Combining on premise and
hosted Nutanix Enterprise Cloud platform, and Public
Cloud Backup as a Service.

Benefits
• Higher, better-performing IOPS compared to legacy
SAN solutions
• Nimbler, more responsive IT conflict resolutions
• Cost-competitive IaaS via managed Nutanix
enterprise cloud platforms
• One-hour, no-consequence RPO with Nutanix
replication capabilities
• Improved cost allocation by reducing remote
backup expenses with BaaS
• Optimized, adaptive disaster recovery to maintain
operating standards indeﬁnitely

“For us, having Zycom’s HCIaaS in place
is like ensuring an on-time delivery. When
we need disaster recovery and failover
that doesn’t fail us, the solution needs to
be there, ready in advance. They put an
easy button in front of us and I’m glad to
recommend them,”
– David Bergeron, Director of IT, KTG
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A VM-Friendly Solution
KTG consulted with Zycom and other IT ﬁrms on a number of options
including traditional three-tier infrastructures, public cloud, and more.
However, it was Zycom’s Hyper-Converged Infrastructure as a Service,
powered by Nutanix, which proved to be the most effective solution.
“We needed to move to a model where data was being replicated in
near-real-time, almost by hour, instead of daily backups. We needed to
shrink our failover from days to hours. And we needed to control the
disaster recovery process.” David says. “Zycom made it happen. With the
manual processes out there, communication and fleet visibility would have
suffered. Plus, for us, cloud and virtualization don’t get along in terms of
cost – we would have been paying about twice as much if we had gone the
public cloud route.”

Fast, secure backups and failover reduced
from seven days to as little as a few hours.

Zycom understood David’s concerns, helping KTG open a transparent
dialogue with clients who have beneﬁtted from their HCI solutions. Even
visits to the proposed data centre in Toronto were arranged. The result was
a clearer understanding of how and why it was a right ﬁt at the right price,
going beyond merely selling a solution and providing a highly informative
education on the technology.
“Getting to know the challenges Zycom clients faced and how Zycom
resolved them was great. The insights helped us ﬁnalize the DR process,”
David adds. “Aside from that, Zycom is well-respected and Nutanix has
amassed quite the footprint here in Canada. This means we get to beneﬁt
from having the absolute experts implement and manage a competitive,
scalable solution – something we’d never have with a traditional
infrastructure.”

Tremendous cost savings compared to public
cloud – by as much as 40 to 50 percent.

The ABCs of HCI: A Unique Learning Opportunity
The existing production data centre was located at KTG’s headquarters in
Prescott, the disaster recovery site was in the GTA on a BUaaS solution.
Zycom’s approach was to migrate production onsite to the new HCIaaS
solution via private cloud. This was then replicated to the data centre in
Toronto David had inspected, enabling the production and disaster recovery
sites to be reversed.

Faster turnaround time and ﬁrmware updates,
greater scalability to meet capacity requirements.

“When performing a failover test, Zycom temporarily made Toronto a DR
site and failed KTG into production in Toronto,” David says. “That
30-terabyte switch from site A to B happened in a mere ﬁve hours one
Saturday night, which was incredible. At that point, I think we and Zycom
were equally proud of this solution.”
“The bulk of the failover was spent adjusting network settings as part of the
full failover”, said Terry Buchanan, Vice President, Digital Transformation,
Zycom. Buchanan adding “The network time will be reduced on future DR
tests. The actual production server workloads took only 8 minutes to fail
over during the migration!”
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Future Perfect

About Zycom Technology Inc.

David and his team had worked closely with Zycom before. They had
developed a deep understanding of the company’s work ethic, commitment
to responsive and nimble service, and the state-of-the-art technologies that
would be made available. KTG’s ambitious growth plans – they’ve acquired
six companies in about as many quarters – demanded a disaster recovery
and VM-friendly infrastructure overhaul that could keep up with them.

Zycom is a trusted leader in Hyper-Converged

“For us, having Zycom’s HCIaaS in place is like ensuring an on-time delivery.
When we need disaster recovery and failover that doesn’t fail us, the solution
needs to be there, ready in advance. They put an easy button in front of us
and I’m glad to recommend them,” says David. “Plus, with the whole
COVID-19 situation and remote working, they and Nutanix saved us from
suffering operations-wise as our teams can maintain momentum
indeﬁnitely. No issues with capacity, VPN, networking or otherwise. Couldn’t
have timed it better.”

them through infrastructure optimizations and

Now, with Zycom managing their Hyper-Converged Infrastructure and by
saving through fewer required VMware licenses, David and KTG are
allocating cost and time savings into business application development. The
group can further their growth and accommodate for increased capacity
with a single click, and peace of mind is a guarantee with a proactive,
dependable disaster recovery solution in place.

potential for success.

Infrastructure solutions and a Nutanix Cloud Champion
Solution Provider. Zycom’s focus is on helping
companies reduce IT spend without sacriﬁcing
performance or efﬁciency standards, instead improving
dependable platform management. Our breadth of HCI
experience enables for more personalized, effective
service including consulting and advisory processes.
Zycom takes considerable pride in helping Canadian
businesses elevate and innovate in a manner conducive
to growth, improved customer service, and greater

“I wouldn’t go back to three-tier solutions by choice. Not after seeing what
HCIaaS provides,” David adds. “IOPS are signiﬁcantly higher and more
performant than the three-tier SAN setup we had before. Scalability and
adding nodes are unbelievably easier. Before, we’d be ﬁrmware updating
nodes, then the chassis, then the controller, and so on – it’s time-consuming
and sometimes even downgrades are required to maintain compatibility.
Adding a node to Nutanix means right-clicking, adding, then it’s part of the
cluster. It’s magic.”
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